A great way to get people working together is to have them compete as teams to achieve specific goals. THEY improv’s Mini-Olympiads work to combine elements for enhancing team building, leadership training, skills development, delegation, time allocation and prioritizing. Teams have to determine which players will participate in which events, operate within time constraints and work together to achieve victory. Working to develop a program taking into account your desired effect, budget and time constraints, THEY improv develops a program tailored to your group.

Each Mini-Olympiad is unique. Generally, however, the THEY improv Mini-Olympiad entails dividing our client into teams to conduct a variety of activities. Our activities have several of our people running them. Keeping track of results, often by time or level of success for the event, scores are tallied and winners rewarded with fun prizes. Emphasis is on the fun rather than the value of the prizes so that people are not too upset that they did not win.

The games take three forms. There are the physical, mental and teamwork elements to accomplish. There are a wide variety of such games with these as just some examples:

**Physical**
- **Darts** – for score
- **Shooting Baskets** – positional shooting for time
- **Football** – throwing to positions for time or throwing for distance
- **Card House**
- **Hopping Mad**
- **Paper Plane Flight**

**Mental**
- **Sudoku**
- **Corporate Crossword** – written specifically for the client
- **Rubik’s Cube**
- **Mind-Benders**
- **Riddles**
- **Brain Teasers**
- **Cryptograms**

**Teamwork**
- **Bucket Brigade** – assembly line operation as a group
- **Counting** – listening exercise
- **Untangle** – a traditional teambuilding action that will be timed
- **Domino Fall** – building a domino fall path as a team with limited dominoes and obstacles
- **Rope Ball Carry** – using teamwork to utilize ropes to move objects without touching the object
- **Relay Races** – of various types

Contact THEY improv to find out how hiring THEY improv is best solution for a successful Mini-Olympiad. Contact THEY improv at info@THEYimprov.com or (866) 219-4386.